Abstract We examine the European Union (EU) countries and within-country areas (i.e., large urban areas, small urban areas, and rural areas) that are the most disadvantageous with respect to multidimensional poverty and in each of the investigated dimensions, i.e., health, education, and living standards. To this end, we construct the Multidimensional Poverty Index and its sub-indices: the Poverty in Health Index, Poverty in Education Index, and Poverty in Standard of Living Index. All of these indices provide information regarding the fraction of people who live in poverty, as well as information on the poverty intensity experienced by the poor. Our results indicate that the scale of poverty in the EU countries is diversified, with Denmark and Sweden being the most affluent countries, and Latvia, Bulgaria, and Romania being the most disadvantageous. We demonstrate that there are countries with no differences in the levels of poverty within a country, such as Denmark, Sweden, Spain, Finland, and the Czech Republic, and countries, usually less affluent ones such as Romania, Bulgaria and Lithuania, where considerable geographical inequality is present. In general, in countries with a high and moderately high number of poor, the worst situation with respect to the scale of poverty is observed in rural areas, and the best situation is observed in large urban areas, with the exception of Greece, Italy, and Portugal, where in large urban areas, the situation is the worst. In countries with a low number of poor, in general, the poverty is relatively higher in large urban areas.
Introduction
The standard of people's lives, both in relative terms (compared to other people in society) and in absolute terms (whether they enjoy the basic necessities of life), is a reflection of whether people live in poverty. However, the notion of poverty is understood and operationalised differently in different contexts (Callander et al. 2012) , and accordingly, its types are also categorised differently.
According to Wagle (2008) and Saunders (2005) , there are three main approaches to the conceptualisation and operationalisation of poverty: economic well-being, capability (which stems from the economic well-being approach) and social inclusion. The economic well-being concept links poverty to the economic deprivation that, in turn, relates to material aspects and/or standards of living. The capability approach proposed by Sen (1993) expands the notion of poverty from welfare, consumption and income to broader concepts such as freedom, well-being, and capabilities. In his approach, poverty is understood as a state of capability or functioning deprivation that happens when people lack freedom and opportunities to acquire or expand their abilities. The third approach, which is based on social exclusion, stems from the process of systematic isolation, rejection, humiliation, lack of social support, and denial of participation (Wagle 2008) .
Depending on the type of definition, not only is poverty addressed by means of numerous dimensions, such as poverty in education, health, and living standards (Alkire and Foster 2011a, b; Antony and Visweswara Rao 2007; Betti et al. 2012; Weziak-Bialowolska and Dijkstra 2014) , but different indicators are also selected for its measurement. Such indicators can be generally classified into income and nonincome related and are usually implemented in the multidimensional conceptualisation of poverty. Proponents of such an approach are, for example, Alkire and Foster (2011a, b) , Alkire and Santos (2013) , Annoni and Weziak-Bialowolska (2014) , Antony and Visweswara Rao (2007) , Bellani (2013) , Betti et al. (2012) , Callander et al. (2012) , Dewilde (2004 Dewilde ( , 2008 , Merz and Rathjen (2014) , Ravallion (2011 Ravallion ( , 2012 and Wagle (2008) , among others.
Researchers measuring poverty generally present their results by either referring to countries with a clear differentiation between developing (Alkire and Foster 2011b; Santos 2010, 2013) and developed, usually the European Union (EU) countries (Atkinson et al. 2004; Dewilde and Vranken 2005; Dewilde 2008; Nolan and Whelan 2010) , or to the country-specific populations experiencing it. For example, Miranti et al. (2011) , and Tanton et al. aimed to compare the situations in urban and rural areas in Australia; Weber et al. (2005) , in the United States (US). Jolliffe (2006) and Wang et al. (2011) explored poverty in the US metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas; Kemeny and Storper (2012) , within the US metropolitan areas; and Annoni and Weziak-Bialowolska (2014) and Longford et al. (2012) , among the EU regions.
Although there are studies on multidimensional poverty in the EU countries (Dewilde and Vranken 2005; Dewilde 2004 Dewilde , 2008 , it must be noted that they often rely on the data from the European Community Household Panel (ECHP) study, which means that, at best, they address the situation as it was in 2001. In addition, studies on multidimensional poverty distribution with respect to the different types of urbanisation areas in the EU countries are considerably limited. It is astonishing, first, because the comparisons of the situation in (1) rural areas, (2) towns and suburbs/small urban areas, and (3) cities or large urban areas, i.e., the categories of the degree of urbanisation classification, are not only natural and common but are also widely used in the field of poverty (and not only) by the general public, policymakers, researchers, national administrators, and international organisations such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the United Nations (UN), and the European Commission (EC) (Dijkstra and Poelman 2014) . Second, the levels of poverty in rural and urban areas are not only different, as indicated by Priavin (1980) and Tanton et al. (2010) , but the poverty observed there often has different causes, correlates and solutions (Atkinson et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011) . This implies that taking the degree of urbanisation as a braking variable in the research of the magnitudes of within-country and between-country poverty is meaningful.
We are aware that there is a measure of poverty officially used in the EU, namely, the 'at risk of poverty or social exclusion' (AROPE) rate.
1 This measure refers to the situation of people either at risk of poverty, severely materially deprived or living in a household with a very low work intensity, which implies that it measures poverty from the multidimensional perspective. It is also reported for differently defined areas with respect to the degree of urbanisation. However, first, it does not take into account poverty in such fields as education and health. Second, it informs about the share of poor but does not take into account the depth and intensity of poverty.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to determine the EU countries and within-country areas, defined with respect to the degree of urbanisation, that are the most disadvantageous with respect to multidimensional poverty in general and in each of the investigated dimensions, i.e., living standards, health, and education.
2 To this end, we propose a composite indicator named the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) that, first, adopts the economic well-being approach; second, it enables identification of the poor; third, it aggregates dimensions to obtain an overall measure of poverty reflecting the multiple deprivations experienced by the poor; fourth, it enables the assessment of not only the share of the poor but also the intensity of the poverty that is experienced.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach features the following innovative points. First, we focus on regional variability because not only are the EU countries diversified with respect to poverty levels, but also, local differences in poverty are essential for targeted antipoverty policies. Second, we use the European Union Survey on Income and Living Condition (EU-SILC) as a main data source, which enables us to provide comparable information about poverty in 24 EU countries.
In the following sections, we first present the conceptualisation of the measurement of poverty from the multidimensional and nonincome perspectives and the data sources. Next, we describe the methods applied to construct the MPI and to assess its robustness. The results obtained for 24 EU countries and 69 EU areas are presented in the following section, in which we present the geographical distribution of multidimensional poverty, poverty in health, poverty in education, and poverty in living standards in the EU and particular scenario solutions. Additionally, we investigate the criterion validity of the MPI by examining the association between the MPI and the AROPE rate. The final section is devoted to the presentation of the conclusions and limitations of this study, as well as prospects for further research. 1 The AROPE is reported (1) at the country level, (2) for different levels of the nomenclature of territorial units for statistics (NUTS) and (3) for differently defined areas with respect to the degree of urbanisation. It consists of three sub-indicators that are derived from the EU-SILC data: (1) a relative component, the atrisk-of poverty rate/monetary poverty (AROPE); (2) a ''kind of'' absolute component, material deprivation; and (3) an exclusion from the labour market component, severe low work intensity. 2 All of the dimensions correspond to the areas of interest enumerated in the Europe 2020: Europe's growth strategy, launched in the EU in 2010.
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2 Materials and Methods
Framework of the Multidimensional Poverty Index
To measure poverty from a multivariate perspective, we adopt the economic wellbeing approach and propose a composite measure called the MPI. Following the framework proposed by Santos (2010, 2013) , methodology related to the computation of the index proposed by Alkire and Foster (2011a, b) , and guided by the discussion on multidimensional poverty dimensions presented by Callander et al. (2012) , the MPI comprises three dimensions-health, education, and standard of living. The first two dimensions, i.e., health and education, do not have any subdimensions. The third dimension comprises three subdimensions: material deprivation, housing problems, and environment. The MPI framework and the chosen indicators are presented in Table 1 . Although we followed the framework proposed by Santos (2010, 2013) , it must be noted that the indicators chosen are different because the area of application is considerably different. Santos (2010, 2013) computed their index for developing countries, whereas the MPI is computed for the developed countries from the EU. It implies that not only the level but also the nature of the poverty differ. For example, in the approach of Alkire and Santos, indicators related to the availability of electricity or drinking water were included because they describe important issues for developing countries. However, indicators on arrears on mortgage, rent payments or utility bills, among others, were not used because they were neither substantial nor meaningful if applied to the developing countries.
Additionally, contrary to the approach of Santos (2010, 2013) , we opt for calculating and presenting not only the fully aggregated MPI but also indexes for all three conceptualized dimensions of poverty, namely, the Poverty in Health Index (MPI-H), the Poverty in Education Index (MPI-E), and the Poverty in Standard of Living Index (MPI-L). In this decision, we follow the reasoning of Ravallion (2011, p. 237) , who noticed that to prioritise policies for fighting poverty in a given country (or other geographic area), it is necessary to look at the country's attainments in various dimensions rather than focus on its performance with respect to a single composite index. He also adds that 'such an approach does not deny that poverty is multidimensional'. Rather it says that 'forming a single (uni-dimensional) index may not be particularly useful for sound development of policy making'.
Then, to satisfy the requirement that the poverty measure should also enable the ability to assess the intensity of the poverty experienced, we also express the MPI, the MPI-L, the MPI-E, and the MPI-H as products of two measures: the headcount ratio (i.e., H MPI-H , H MPI-E , and H MPI-L ) and the intensity of poverty (i.e., A MPI-H , A MPI-E , and A MPI-L ). The headcount ratio is a classic measure of poverty that is used, for example, by the Eurostat in the form of the percentage of people below the poverty line, thereby indicating the proportion or incidence of people who are poor. The intensity of poverty is also called the breadth of poverty and relates to the average deprivation score of poor people.
Data
To populate the MPI framework, we used data from the EU-SILC 2011. As seen in Table 1 , the health dimension is measured with three indicators, the education dimension with one indicator, and the standard of living dimension with 17 indicators. It must be noted, however, that while the structure of the first two dimensions is simple, the structure of the standard of living dimension is more complex. It comprises the Material Deprivation Index (MDI), measured with nine indicators, the Multidimensional Poverty in Housing The majority of the chosen indicators relate to households, i.e., they come from the household questionnaire. The only exceptions are the indicator for educational attainment and the indicators for health dimension, namely, PH010: general health; PH020: suffering from any chronic (long-standing) illness or condition; and PH030: limitation in activities because of health problems, all of which are from the personal questionnaire. Although the unit of poverty analysis is not commonly agreed upon (see, for example, Alkire and Santos 2013), we adopt an individual level approach, which implies that we measure poverty among individuals. This means that with respect to the standard of living dimension, in which all indicators measure poverty among households, we assume that if a household is deprived, it implies that all its members are also deprived.
This approach is often applied not only when poverty is measured based on the Alkire and Foster methodology (Alkire and Foster 2011a, b) , as is in our case, but also by the Eurostat. Namely, the AROPE rate, despite being measured with household-level indicators on material deprivation, among others, refers to the number of people-not households-at risk of poverty or social exclusion. This household-individual complication results from the fact that in a measurement of poverty with the standard of living dimension included among other dimensions, such as health or education, it happens quite often that the individual-level data (health and education related) and household-level data (related to standard of living) are aggregated into a single measure. In such a case, Alkire and Foster (2011a) suggest that people are identified as poor depending upon the achievements of all household members, which is exactly the strategy we applied. 4 Because one of our aims is to present the geographical distribution of poverty with respect to the degree of urbanisation, we used the degurba variable from the EU-SILC 2011 database. Using it for each of the EU countries, we distinguish three types of areas (EC 2010a, b):
1. Densely populated area (cities/large urban area)-a contiguous set of local areas, each of which has a density [500 inhabitants per square kilometre and where the total population for the set is at least 50,000 inhabitants. 2. Intermediately populated area (towns and suburbs/small urban area)-a contiguous set of local areas not belonging to a densely populated area, each of which has a density [100 inhabitants per square kilometre, and either with a total population for the set of at least 50,000 inhabitants or adjacent to a densely populated area. 3. Sparsely populated area (rural areas)-a contiguous set of local areas belonging neither to a densely populated area nor to an intermediately populated area.
Because in the EU SILC 2011 data for Ireland are not publically available and because two EU countries-the Netherlands and Slovenia-do not provide information on the degree of urbanisation, the poverty estimates are computed for 24 EU countries. Then, because not all categories of degree of urbanisation occur in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Malta, in these cases the intermediate level of urbanisation is merged with level 1 for Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and with level 3 for Malta. Therefore, regional poverty estimates are computed for 69 EU within-country areas.
In other words, for each EU country, four estimates are presented: (1) at the country level, (2) for large urban areas, (3) for small urban areas, and (4) for rural areas. The last three are computed conditional on the degree of urbanisation, which implies that after taking an arithmetic average with the weights corresponding to the share of population living in areas that are different with respect to the degree of urbanisation, the countrylevel estimate is obtainable.
The measurement of poverty conducted with respect to the degree of urbanisation raises the issue of sample size. In our study, the sample sizes related to each type of degree of urbanisation within each country are for the most part above 1,000. The three exceptions are the intermediately populated areas in Romania, the sparsely populated areas in Belgium and the intermediately populated areas in Bulgaria, for which the sample sizes are 203, 557 and 974, respectively.
Calculation of the Multidimensional Poverty Index

The Sub-Index MPI-H
The sub-index MPI-H is directly computed from the indicators derived from the EU-SILC according to the following rule: A person is considered multidimensionally poor with respect to health if she is deprived in at least two out of three health indicators (if her deprivation score is C2/3).
The Sub-Index MPI-E
As regards the education dimension, a person is defined as poor with respect to education if she is deprived with respect to the educational attainment indicator described in Table 1 . It must also be noted that because there is only one education indicator calculated differently with respect to age, the MPI-E is exactly the same as the H MPI-E , and the A MPI-E is always equal 100 %.
The Sub-Index MPI-L
As stated previously, the structure of the MPI-L is more complex. Not only does the MPI-L comprise lower-level sub-indexes (the MDI, the MPHoI, and the MPEnI), but in addition, all of them are multidimensional in nature. All lower-level indexes are directly computed from the indicators derived from the EU-SILC (all of them referring to households) according to the following rules:
• As regards the MDI, a household is defined as materially deprived if it is deprived of at least three out of nine indicators (if its deprivation score is at least equal to 1/3).
• As regards the MPHoI, a household is defined as deprived with respect to housing if it is deprived of at least two out of five housing indicators (if its deprivation score is higher than 1/3).
• As regards the MPEnI, a household is defined as deprived with respect to the environment if it is deprived of at least two out of three environment indicators (if its deprivation score is higher than 1/3). Then, the household-level estimate of poverty in standard of living is assigned to all household members.
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The MPI-L is computed as a composite of its three lower-level sub-indexes. Each of these sub-indexes is associated with equal weight (i.e., 1/3). Thus, a person is defined as multidimensionally poor with respect to living standards if she is deprived of at least one of three living standard sub-indexes (if her deprivation score is at least equal to 1/3).
It is very important to note that although all poverty thresholds presented above are established following suggestions formulated by Santos (2010, 2013) , their influence on the poverty estimates is illustrated in Sect. 3.5.
The Multidimensional Poverty Index
Although the MPI has a three-dimensional structure, in its computation, the subdimensional level is also taken into account. More precisely, to give more importance to subdimensions, the formula that attempts to define a multidimensionally poor person comprises lower-level sub-indexes. Therefore, a person is defined as multidimensionally poor if her overall deprivation score is [1/3. Accordingly, the deprivation score for each individual with respect to multidimensional poverty is computed taking into consideration the weighting scheme presented in Table 2 and according to the formula:
where GH is General health, MD is Unmet medical need, DD is Unmet dental need, EA is educational attainment. Although the existing research for the most part supports the equal weighting scheme for the poverty dimensions, especially when the Alkire-Foster methodology (Alkire and Foster 2011a, b) is applied, having consulted with experts in the field, 5 we assigned them arbitrarily. That is, we decided to weigh the standard of living dimension as 1/2, the health dimension as 1/3, and the educational dimension as 1/6. To determine the influence of such a weighting scheme on the results, following the approach of Alkire and Santos (Alkire and Santos 2010), we present different scenario solutions (see Sect. 3.5). It should be noted, however, that the optimal way to assess the robustness of the composite indicator to the normative assumptions made during the construction process is through uncertainty and sensitivity analyses (Paruolo et al. 2013; Saisana et al. 2005 ). In our case, however, due to large sample sizes and computational complexity, it was not feasible to conduct them. 6 
Results
We start the presentation of the results with the multidimensional poverty estimates. To this end, we first present the MPI and then supplement it with the presentation of the classical headcount ratio (H MPI ) and intensity of poverty (A MPI ). All measures are presented both for the EU countries and for the within-country areas defined by the degree of urbanisation for each EU country (to indicate the existing differences in the levels of poverty within a country). The same strategy applies to three sub-indexes of the MPI. Each of them is presented (i.e., the MPI-H, MPI-E, and MPI-L) together with the classical headcount ratio (i.e., the H MPI-H , H MPI-E , and H MPI-L ) and the intensity of poverty (i.e., the A MPI-H , A MPI-E , and A MPI-L ), both for countries and for the areas defined by the degree of urbanisation for each EU country. Then, we present several scenarios according to different poverty thresholds and weighting schemes to better visualise the influence of the normative methodological choices on the results.
Poverty in the European Union
While taking into consideration country-level estimates of the MPI (see Fig. 1 ; Table 7 in the ''Appendix''), we can see that the best-scoring countries (with the lowest poverty level) are Denmark and Sweden with an MPI below 1 %. They are followed by Luxembourg, Finland, Austria, the United Kingdom, and the Czech Republic-all with an MPI below 2 %.
A moderate level of poverty (with an MPI ranging between 2 and 5 %) is observed in Germany, Spain, France, Slovakia, Belgium, Malta, and Estonia. A worse situation is noted in the southern European countries excluding Spain and Malta, namely, in Cyprus, Greece, Italy, and Portugal, and in the three Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries (Poland, Hungary, and Lithuania), all with MPI scores ranging between 5 and 10 %. The worst situation with respect to poverty measured by the MPI is present in Latvia, Bulgaria, and Romania, with MPI scores between 14 and 17 %.
The countries with a relatively high poverty level also demonstrate considerable dissimilarity among the areas that are differentiated with respect to the degree of urbanisation ( Fig. 1 ; Table 6 in the ''Appendix''). Considerably higher poverty in thinly populated areas was observed in the CEE countries, with the highest differences observed in Romania and Bulgaria. In the case of Romania, the difference in poverty rates between the intermediately populated and the sparsely populated areas amounts to 14.8 percentage points (pp.). Regarding Bulgaria, the difference between the densely populated and the sparsely populated areas amounts to 7.9 pp.
On the other end of the scale, there are countries that are almost entirely homogenous with respect to poverty estimates. This group includes Sweden, Spain, Finland, Denmark, and the Czech Republic, with maximum differences of\0.5 pp. In the overall analysis, there are also identified countries with very low differences, such as Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy, Malta, Austria, France, and Luxembourg, with maximum differences of approximately 2 pp.
In general, there is observed a positive relationship (r = 0.793) between the stratification level and the MPI, implying that the poorer a country is, the greater the differences between within-country areas defined differently with respect to the degree of urbanisation. However, as mentioned above, the pattern of differences varies. In the poor and moderately poor countries (from lowest-scoring Romania to Estonia), the worst situations with respect to poverty are observed in sparsely populated areas, with the exception of three southern European countries, Greece, Italy, and Portugal, where the worst situations are in densely populated areas. On the other hand, in this group of countries, the best situation, with respect to poverty, is detected in densely populated areas, with the exception of Romania, Poland, Malta, and Belgium, where the worst situations occur in intermediately populated areas. Conversely, in the best-scoring countries, poverty is, generally, relatively higher in densely populated areas than in other areas. This situation applies to Luxembourg, Austria, France, and Belgium. The only exception is Slovakia, where the worst situation related to poverty is noted in sparsely populated areas, though the differences are not considerable. Such results may be related to the immigration issue. It is known that well-developed countries, especially those with an open labour market, are attractive for immigrants, who, in turn, settle in large cities, i.e., densely populated areas. Such behaviour seems natural, as in large cities, the opportunities for a better quality of life are more numerous. Nevertheless, immigrants, often poor, constitute small and closed local communities, bringing about an increase in social and material inequality.
The above findings indicate that poverty-related country rankings may be misleading because there is considerable stratification 7 of poverty with respect to the degree of urbanisation. To better visualise this issue, we present the ten highest-scoring and ten lowest-scoring areas defined by the degree of urbanisation in Fig. 2 . It is worth noting that among the best scoring, there are no Finnish areas, although the country is ranked as the fourth best. Among the worst scoring areas, there are no intermediately populated areas in Romania, though this is the most poverty stricken country. On the other hand, there are densely populated areas in Italy, though the country ranks as the sixth worst.
In addition to the positive relationship between the stratification level and the MPI, there is also a positive relationship (r = 0.836) between the level of poverty measured by the classical headcount ratio (H MPI ) and the intensity of poverty (A MPI ) (Fig. 3 ). This Fig. 1 Multidimensional poverty in the EU-the MPI estimates at the country level and by degree of urbanization in 2011 Note Country = estimate at a country level, densely = densely populated area, intermediately = intermediately populated area; thinly = thinly populated area relationship suggests that in areas where there is a significantly larger number of poor people, these people are also more likely to be poor in more dimensions.
Poverty in Health in the European Union
While taking into consideration country-level estimates of the MPI-H (see Fig. 4 ; Table 7 in the ''Appendix''), we can observe that the best-scoring country (with the lowest health related poverty level) is Denmark with an MPI-H below 2 %. Then, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Malta, Luxembourg, and Austria follow-all with an MPI-H below 3 %.
A moderate level of poverty (with an MPI-H ranging between 3 and 5 %) is observed in Germany, Finland, Spain, the Czech Republic, Belgium, France, and Slovakia. A relatively bad situation exists in the southern European countries excluding Spain and Malta, namely, in Cyprus, Greece, Italy and Portugal, and in the four CEE countries (Poland, Hungary, Estonia, and Lithuania), all with MPI-H scores ranging from 5 to 10 %. The worst situation with respect to poverty in health is found in Romania, Bulgaria, and Latvia, with an MPI-H ranging from 10 to 15 %.
The countries with a relatively high health poverty level also demonstrate considerable stratification among the areas differentiated according to the degree of urbanisation ( Fig. 4 ; Table 7 in the ''Appendix''). Considerably higher poverty in thinly populated areas is observed in the CEE countries and Belgium. The highest differences are observed in Romania and Bulgaria-the difference in health poverty rates between the intermediately populated and the sparsely populated areas amounts to 8.9 and 5.0 pp., respectively. On the other end of the scale, there are countries that are almost entirely homogenous with respect to the health poverty estimates. This group includes Malta, Latvia, Finland, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Cyprus, and Spain, with maximum differences of \1 pp.
In general, there is observed a moderate positive relationship (r = 0.475) between the stratification level and the MPI-H, implying that, again, the poorer with respect to health a country is, the greater the differences between areas differing with respect to the degree of urbanisation.
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3% 6% 9% 12% 15% 18% 21% In addition to the positive relationship between the stratification level and the MPI-H, there is also a relatively strong positive relationship (r = 0.607) between the level of poverty in health measured by the classical headcount ratio (H MPI-H ) and the intensity of poverty in health (A MPI-H ). This relationship suggests that in areas in which there are a significantly large number of poor with respect to health people, these people are also more likely to be poor in more health related dimensions.
There are, however, exceptions to this regularity such as the Estonian regions, where, despite the relatively high number of poor people, the intensity of being poor, namely, the number of health indicators with respect to which a person is poor, is relatively low. On the contrary, there are areas, such as the Maltese regions or the intermediately populated Romanian areas, 8 in which a considerably high intensity of poverty in health corresponds to a relatively low number of poor in this respect (Fig. 5) . Fig. 3 The correspondence between the multidimensional poverty head count ratio (H MPI ) and multidimensional poverty intensity (A MPI ) in the EU Note d = densely populated area, i = intermediately populated area, t = thinly populated area Fig. 4 Poverty in health in the EU-the MPI-H estimates at the country level and by degree of urbanization in 2011 Note Country = estimate at a country level, densely = densely populated area, intermediately = intermediately populated area, thinly = thinly populated area
Poverty in Education in the European Union
While taking into consideration country-level estimates of the MPI-E (see Fig. 6 ; Table 7 in the ''Appendix''), we can observe that the best-scoring countries (with the lowest poverty level) are Slovakia, Denmark, the Czech Republic, and Estonia, all with an MPI-E below 20 %. They are followed by Germany, Sweden, Lithuania, Austria, and Latvia-all with an MPI-E between 20 and 25 %.
A moderate level of poverty in education (with an MPI-E ranging from 26 to 30 %) is observed in Finland, the United Kingdom, Hungary, and Poland. A relatively bad situation exists in France, Bulgaria, Belgium, Cyprus, Romania, and Luxembourg, where the MPI-E ranges from 30 to 40 %. The worst situation with respect to poverty in education is undoubtedly depicted in the southern European countries excluding Cyprus, namely, in Greece, Spain, Italy, Malta, and Portugal, all with MPI-E scores above 40 % and in Malta and Portugal even exceeding 60 %.
Differences among the areas differentiated according to the degree of urbanisation observed with respect to poverty in education is considerably higher than with respect to other poverty dimensions and with respect to poverty itself ( Fig. 6 and Table 7 in the ''Appendix''). First, higher poverty in thinly populated areas is observed in nearly all countries. The only exceptions are Luxembourg and the United Kingdom, where the poorest with respect to education are people from densely populated areas, and Malta and Germany, where almost no stratification is spotted. Second, the highest differences with respect to the poverty in education are observed in Romania, Greece, and Bulgaria-the difference in education poverty rates between the densely populated and the sparsely populated areas amounts to 28.2, 25.1 and 24.9 pp, respectively. High differences are also spotted in Hungary and Spain. This again relates to the differences in education poverty rates between the densely populated and the sparsely populated areas. The difference amounts to 18.0 pp. On the other end of the scale, there are countries that are almost entirely homogenous with respect to education poverty estimates. These are, as mentioned above, Malta and Germany (0.4 and 2.2 pp. difference between densely and sparsely populated areas, respectively) but also Belgium, the Czech Republic, and the United Kingdom, with observed differences below 7 pp.
In the case of poverty in education, there is observed only a weak positive relationship (r = 0.161) between the stratification level and the MPI-E. This implies that, again, it is not necessarily the case that the poorer with respect to education a country is, the greater are the differences between within-country areas differing with respect to the degree of urbanisation.
Poverty in Living Standards in the European Union
While taking into consideration country-level estimates of the MPI-L (see Fig. 7 ; Table 7 in the ''Appendix''), we can observe that the best-scoring countries (with the lowest poverty level related to living standards) are Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Luxembourg, all with an MPI-L below 5 %. These countries are followed by Austria, the United Kingdom, Spain, France, the Czech Republic, Belgium, Germany, and Slovakia-all with an MPI-L between 5 and 10 %. A moderate level of poverty (MPI-L scores between 10 and 15 %) is observed in the CEE countries, namely, Estonia, Poland, and Hungary and in the southern European countries such as Cyprus, Portugal, Malta, Italy, and Greece. The worst situation with respect to poverty in living standards is undoubtedly depicted in Latvia, Bulgaria, and Romania, where the MPI-L amounts to 22.9, 25.3 and 25.8, respectively. Note Country = estimate at a country level, densely = densely populated area, intermediately = intermediately populated area, thinly = thinly populated area Regarding the differences among the areas differentiated according to the degree of urbanisation, two patterns can be observed ( Fig. 7 ; Table 7 in the ''Appendix''). There is a group of countries in which considerably higher poverty in densely populated areas is observed. This group includes the more affluent countries (with respect to poverty in living standards) but also the southern European countries. However, in the CEE countries, considerably higher poverty in thinly populated areas is observed. It is also worth noting that in medium-scoring Belgium, moderately low-scoring Malta and the lowest-scoring Romania, the lowest poverty is observed in the intermediately populated areas.
Undeniably, the highest difference between the areas of different degrees of urbanisation is observed in Romania. It relates to thinly and intermediately populated areas and amounts to 18.5 pp.
9 Bulgaria and Lithuania follow, but the observed differences in these cases are considerably lower and amount to 7.5 and 5.1 pp., respectively. Slightly lower differences are observed in Portugal, Austria, Belgium, and Italy, all ranging from 4.3 to 4.8 pp. On the other end of the scale, there are countries that are almost entirely homogenous with respect to living standard poverty estimates, with differences between 1 and 2 pp. This group includes northern European countries, such as Finland, Sweden, and Denmark, the CEE countries, such as the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and one southern European country, Spain.
In general, our results indicate that a relatively strong positive relationship (r = 0.644) between the stratification level and the MPI-L is observed. This implies that, again, the poorer with respect to the living standard a country is, the greater are the differences between within-country areas differing with respect to the degree of urbanisation.
In addition to the positive relationship between the stratification level and the MPI-L, there is also a relatively strong positive relationship (r = 0.595) between the level of poverty in living standards measured by the classical headcount ratio (H MPI-L ) and the intensity of poverty in living standards (A MPI-L ). This relationship suggests that in areas where there are a significantly large number of poor with respect to living standards, these people are also more likely to be poor in more dimensions related to living standards (Fig. 8) .
Scenario Solutions
We present the simulated MPI country estimates providing different poverty thresholds and different weighting schemes. For the poverty threshold, we test three scenarios-poverty threshold set at 25 % (scenario 1a), at 30 % (scenario 2a), and at 40 % (scenario 3a) of the deprivation score (Fig. 9) . Upon analysing the results, we find that Scenario 3a in general corresponds to the reference scenario. Scenarios 1a and 2a, on the other hand, differ from the baseline scenario, with results for scenario 1a being the most divergent. Then, we can also see that the differences between simulated MPI scores and the reference ones are the lowest for the most affluent countries, namely, Denmark and Sweden, and in general increase for more disadvantageous countries. This finding, despite being likely related to the natural lower variability of the low scores recorded for the most affluent countries, is in line with the results of the uncertainty analysis recorded for other composite indicators (see, for example, Annoni et al. 2012; Saisana and Weziak-Bialowolska 2013, among others) , in which it is often indicated that the best (but often also the worst) scoring countries are characterised by the lowest variability.
The findings imply that though the difference between the examined poverty thresholds from scenarios 1a and 3a and the reference threshold is similar, the influence on the results is stronger in the case of scenario 1a. Therefore, the exercise with different scenarios indicates that not only does the level of poverty depend nonlinearly on the poverty threshold but also that changes in the poverty rate are considerable, especially when the threshold is decreasing.
With regard to the simulation of the weighting schemes, we test two scenarios-equal weights at the dimension level (scenario 1b) and equal weights at the subdimension level (scenario 2b). Due to changes in the weighting scheme, in scenario 1b compared to the reference scenario, the influence of the educational dimension on the MPI is larger, followed by the health dimension, while the living standard dimension exhibits a decreasing impact on the MPI. In scenario 2b, the health and living standard dimensions are treated equally and exhibit equal influence on the MPI, while the influence of the educational dimension decreases with respect to the reference scenario.
As can be observed, in the scenario with an equal weighting scheme at the dimension level, the results are considerably different. This directly results from the increase in importance of the least important dimension in the reference scenario, namely, education. Indirectly, this result derives also from the fact that the dimensions are populated with a considerably different number of indicators (Fig. 10) . The scenario solutions indicate that as long as there is not a single universal and commonly accepted solution to measuring poverty in a multidimensional way, following the methodology proposed by Alkire and Foster (2011a, b) , the outcomes of the proposed measurements are likely to be volatile. This volatility results from the normativity linked to the methodological choices that are unavoidable. The possible solution to this problem is to calculate the poverty estimates with error terms representing the uncertainty related to these choices. Our exercise with the scenario solutions provides considerable contribution with this respect.
MPI and AROPE
As one can argue about the purpose of proposing an additional poverty indicator for the EU, in this section we demonstrate that, although the two measures seem to be similar, the MPI gives additional information compared to the AROPE rate. We recall that the AROPE rate is a headcount ratio, implying that from the construction point of view, it corresponds directly to the headcount ratios H MPI , H MPI-H , H MPI-E , and H MPI-L . Therefore, to illustrate associations between the AROPE and the MPI, we correlate the AROPE rate:
1. with the MPI and its three sub-indexes, i.e., MPI-H, MPI-E, and MPI-L, 2. with the poverty headcount ratios and poverty intensities in each of the poverty dimensions and with respect to multidimensional poverty, i.e.,
H MPI-H , H MPI-E , H MPI-L , H MPI , A MPI-H , A MPI-E , A MPI-L , and A MPI .
The analysis is performed for the poverty estimates at the country level and by the degree of urbanisation. The Pearson's correlation coefficients measuring the relationship between the AROPE and the poverty measures are presented in Table 3, whereas in  Table 4 , the Pearson's correlation coefficients between the stratification with respect to our poverty measures and the stratification with respect to the AROPE are displayed.
First, we can see that with respect to multidimensional poverty, the AROPE rate is highly correlated with all the MPI, H MPI , and A MPI . Second, it can be noticed that the relationship between the multidimensional poverty measures and the AROPE rate is in general stronger for the estimates at the country level. The only exception to this regularity is that the estimate for the education dimension (MPI-E), which is considerably lower compared to coefficients related to other dimensions, is higher when the degree of urbanisation is taken into account. Third, of the dimensions of multidimensional poverty, the living standard dimension is correlated to the largest degree with the AROPE rate, both at the country level and by the degree of urbanisation. This regularity is observed not only for the headcount ratio H MPI-L but also for the MPI-L. Finally, as regards the MPI-H, measuring the health dimension both at the country level and by degree of urbanisation, the strongest relationship with the AROPE rate is observed for the poverty in health intensity measure A MPI-H , whereas the headcount ratio H MPI-H is correlated the weakest. These results indicate the moderate similarity between the MPI and the AROPE rate. However, it must be noted that especially while reported for the within-country areas, the two measures inform about the level of poverty in a different way. Nevertheless, positive correlation between the AROPE rate and the MPI, especially when analysed at the subnational level (computed with respect to degree of urbanisation), implies that in the regions where people are deprived with respect to income, labour or materially (as the AROPE is conceptualised), people are also likely to be deprived with respect to living standards in general and/or health and/or education.
Then, because both measures comprise a material deprivation component of very similar conceptualisation, it is not surprising that at the dimension level, the highest correlation is observed between the AROPE rate and the MPI-L. We recall that the MPI-L measures poverty in living standards for which one of the components is material deprivation. Next, the substantially weak correlation between the AROPE rate and the MPI-E implies that the MPI comprises a conceptually different component than the AROPE rate and, thus, enriches the picture of poverty measurement.
As regards the association between the stratification with respect to the AROPE and the MPI, MPI-H, MPI-E, and MPI-L, as can be concluded from the analysis of Table 4 (i.e., high correlations between the AROPE and the MPI, MPI-H, MPI-E, and MPI-L) and Fig. 11 , the most stratified countries with respect to the AROPE are nearly always also the most stratified ones with respect to other measures. These are the areas in Romania, Bulgaria, and Latvia. The only exception to this regularity is observed while analysing the association between the AROPE and the MPI-E. In this case, the highest differences between the areas of different degrees of urbanisation, according to the MPI-E, are recorded for Romania, Greece, and Bulgaria and also Spain, Hungary, and Cyprus. This finding again confirms that due to incorporation into the MPI framework, the educational dimension the picture of the geographical poverty distribution recorded using the MPI is deepened. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we attempted to measure poverty in the EU countries and in the withincountry areas defined by the degree of urbanisation. We first adapted the conceptual model of this phenomenon proposed by Santos (2010, 2013) to the area of application, namely, the EU. We decided that the MPI comprises three dimensions-health, education and standard of living [including (1) material deprivation, (2) housing problems and (3) environment components], implying that, contrary to the AROPE rate, it focuses only on nonincome and outcome-related deprivation. After taking into consideration the availability of the data, we summarised and fitted the dimensions of poverty into a composite indicator, namely, the MPI. Our results indicate that the level of poverty understood mainly as the economic wellbeing in the EU ranges from 0.7 to 16.3 %, with Denmark and Sweden having unequivocally the lowest share of poor people and Latvia, Bulgaria, and Romania having the largest proportion of poor people. We also demonstrate that there is a positive relationship between the levels of geographical stratification in poverty and magnitude of poverty according to all poverty measures. This positive relationship implies that there are countries in which there is no geographical stratification with respect to poverty (such as Denmark, Sweden, Spain, Finland, and the Czech Republic) and countries, usually poor ones, such as Romania, Bulgaria, and Lithuania, where considerable geographical stratification with respect to poverty occurs. In general, in countries with a high and moderately high number of poor, the worst situation with respect to poverty is observed in sparsely populated areas, and the best situation occurs in densely populated areas with the exception of three southern European countries, Greece, Italy, and Portugal, where the worst situations are in densely populated areas. On the other hand, in the most affluent countries, poverty is relatively higher in the densely populated areas compared to the sparsely populated areas. The MPI has several useful properties. First, it simultaneously evaluated poverty with respect to the fraction of people who live in multidimensional poverty (the headcount ratio) and multidimensional poverty intensity, i.e., the number of poverty dimensions for which poor people are deprived. Second, it provides information about the level and intensity of poverty with respect to each of its dimensions, i.e., health, education, and standards of living. Third, it informs about the absolute magnitude of poverty experienced by the Europeans in a given country and provides information about the relative standing of the country. Finally, the MPI indicates the geographical distribution of poverty within a country with respect to the degree of urbanisation.
The developed measure of poverty (MPI) has certain limitations. First, although research on poverty has developed rapidly in recent years, it has failed to guide us in establishing aggregation weights or a commonly accepted poverty threshold. This failure led us to apply a particular weighting scheme and particular poverty thresholds. To assess their influence on the final MPI scores, we presented several scenario solutions illustrating the possible variability of the MPI scores. Unfortunately, we were not able to perform a full-scope uncertainty analysis of the MPI. Such an analysis could have demonstrated the simultaneous influence of the imposed weights and of the determined poverty thresholds on the MPI scores.
Our study has clear implications for future research. First, this study calls for computing the MPI for a longer time period and considering all EU countries. Second, such computations should be conducted separately for (1) rural areas, (2) towns and suburbs/small urban areas and (3) cities or large urban areas, i.e., the categories of the degree of urbanisation classification because not only are these concepts often used in the political discourse, but they are also often characterised by different levels and determinants of poverty. Further, an in-depth empirical research, most likely employing individual-level data and multi-level modelling, is necessary to test not only the usefulness of the MPI but also to investigate institutional determinants of multidimensional poverty. Finally, it would be worthwhile to compare the results obtained using the composite indicator approach used by us with the results obtained using the latent class approach, such as the one proposed by Dewilde (2008) and Dewilde and Vranken (2005) . To this end, instead of the ECHP data originally used by the authors, the EU-SILC 2011 data should be used, and the percentages of the poor could be compared. 6.5 Table 6 continued 
